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Niepubliczne Liceum Ogólnokształcące nr 81 SGH 

TEST EGZAMINACYJNY – 2016  
Version B 

 

ENTRANCE EXAMINATION IN ENGLISH 

 

Kod ucznia:__________                                                            Total: ____/ 60 : 3 = ____/20 

 

Read the instructions carefully and make sure you understand them. 

 

 

Exercise 1. (15 points) 

 
Complete each sentence with the correct word created from the one in bold. 

 

An example: 

Nicotine and alcohol are highly  addictive substances. HIGH  

 

 

1. Environmental  _____________  ( protect ) is one of the key problems of the modern 

world. 

2.  Many girls want to be _____________ ( fashion ), so they spend a lot of money on 

clothes. 

3. The city authorities have taken a good _____________ (decide )  to build another ring-

road. 

4. Some students are very  _____________  ( ambition ) and they study hard for their 

exams. 

5. Alexander Graham Bell was the  ____________ ( invent )  of the telegraph. 

6. A  mobile phone is one of those ____________  (dispense )  devices young people 

cannot do without. 

7. He failed the exam and blamed the teacher for his __________  (fail ). 

8. The class was cancelled due to the teacher’s   ____________  ( ill ). 

9. She is the most  ____________  ( argue )  person I know;  she has already quarrelled  

with all her neighbours. 

10. He is always late and his  ____________ ( punctual )  drives me mad. 

11. Little rain and a lot of sunshine are the  ____________ ( type ) features  of the climate 

of this island. 

12. He apologised to all of us for his  ____________ ( behave ). 

13. I did not accept the offer of this travel agent as it was  ____________  ( attractive )  

for me. 

14. Sometimes ____________ ( criticise )  can be constructive if you can learn from it and 

improve your  ____________ ( perform ). 
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Exercise 2 (15 points) 

 

Read the text below and think of the word which best fits each space. Use only one word 

in each space. There is an example at the beginning. 

 

A. Britain and the European Union 

Just off the north coast (0)__of_ continental Europe, there is an island called Britain. Today, 

this island is closely connected (1)___________  the rest of Europe; there are direct trains to 

Paris and Brussels, and thousands of people, cars and lorries cross (2)__________  Channel 

and the North Sea every day between British and continental ports. 

    Britain is very much a part (3)___________  Europe; however most of the people in Britain 

(today, at least) do not want any more European "integration". 

    "We're different, aren't we?" says Eddie,  (4)___________  London. "We do things 

differently. We don't want to become like other countries." 

    Millions of people think the same as Eddie. For example, a large majority do not want 

Britain to join the Euro. They imagine that Britain's "identity" will be lost, if we say goodbye 

(5)___________  our pounds and our pennies. They forget that things are also very different 

from one European country to another.  

    It's quite a strange situation really; but it is a situation that can easily be explained. 

 

B.  Who is James Bond? 

In one of the first Bond novels, Ian Fleming tells us that James Bond - the classic 

“Englishman"? - was the son  of a Scottish father and an Oriental mother. But perhaps this 

was not really true. 

    The title of the 19th Bond film, “The World is Not Enough", was based (6)__________  the 

Latin motto of the Bond family, which is mentioned in one of the early novels. However,  

(7)__________ now appears that the motto is not that of the Scottish Bonds, but that of a 

different Bond family, who came  (8) __________ the South West of England. So perhaps, 

Bond really is English, not Scottish, after all. Who knows? 

    Bond went  (9) ___________ school in England, anyway - to Eton College, the same 

school as his creator Ian Fleming. This is where Princes William and Harry were educated, 

and also many British Prime Ministers, including David Cameron! It is a school  where  

young people learn how to move in high society, like Bond does so well. 

    After leaving school, Bond did not go to university - it wasn’t necessary (10) 

____________  the 1950’s. 

    Oh? You didn’t know Bond was so old? He doesn’t look it, granted, but he is! Like a few 

other famous people, he seems to have found the secret of eternal middle age (we can’t call it 

“eternal youth", can we?). 

 

C. Coca - cola 

What is the most recognizable object in the world? Could it be a football? Or a Big-Mac? No, 

the answer is a Coca-Cola bottle. The famous Coca-Cola bottle is almost 100 years old !  

    Footballs and big macs are certainly part of life  (11) ___________ lots of people; but 

Coca-Cola is now a permanent part of world culture. People know and drink Coca-Cola all 

(12)__________ the world. 

    It is said that the Coca-Cola bottle is (13) __________ most recognised object in the world. 

Hundreds of millions of people can recognise a Coke bottle (14) __________  its shape, even 

if they cannot see it! And the famous Coca-Cola logo is the most famous logo in the world. 

Unlike any other famous commercial logo, it has not changed (15) __________ 100 years! 
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Exercise 3 (30 points) 

 

Choose the most suitable word or phrase to complete each sentence. Write A, B, C or D. 

 
An example: 

Just a minute! You have forgotten to __A_ your test. 

 

A sign              B signature             C signing            D note 

 

1. Tom ___ a shower at the moment, so could you call back in about 20 minutes? 

 

A has been taking B has taken C takes D is taking 

 

2. I ___ my brother since he left to the UK last year. 

 

A haven’t seen B don’t see C didn’t see D have seen 

 

3. My grandmother says she always regrets ___ to Asia when she was young. 

 

A not going B to not going C she not go D of not going 
 

4.Studying in a foreign country really ___ your horizons. 

 

A broaden B broadens C broads D broadened 
 

5. When we were young,  my sister ___ my toy bricks. 

 

A had always 

borrowed 

B was always 

borrowing 

C borrowed always  D has always 

borrowed 

 

6.Last Monday he was exhausted becausehe   all weekend. 

 

A  had been training B was training C used to train D trained 

 

7. I won’t be able to come to the meeting in the evening. I ___ my uncle. 
 

A AM visiting B visit C will have visit D going to visit 
 

8. By 10 pm this evening I __     my essay on the pros and cons of studying abroad. 

 

A will have written B will write C am writing D going to write 
 

9.What would you do if you  __   the lottery now? 
 

A would win B had won C won D would have won 
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10. It’s time you  . You seem to be overworked. 

 

A have relaxed B relax C had relaxed D relaxed 

 

11. The purchase of this car was a nightmare. I wish we _  it. 

 
A bought B didn’t buy C hadn’t bought D had bought 

 

12. We were disappointed that ___ students joined the scientific club. 

 

A little B a little C few D a few 
 

13.If you ___ your homework tasks last night, you’d know the answer to that question. 

 

A  did B had done C have done D done 
 

14.Unless you ___ hard and with passion, you won’t reach success. 

 

A will work B don’t work C work D would work 
 

15.Under no circumstances ___ there again! 

 

A will I ever go B I will ever go C I won’t ever go D won’t I ever go 
 

16.She’s going on holiday with ___ friends in July. 

 

A any B little C some D much 

 

17. I don’t like learning at ___ night. 

 

A - B the  C a D an 

 
18. Ann is at ___ university studying Italian. 

 

A - B a C the D an 

 

19. The name of ___ Fryderyk Chopin is known all over the world. 

 

A the B a  C - D  an 

 

20.The building ___ last year. 

 

A destroyed B has been 

destroyed 

C was destroyed D had destroyed 

 

21. He is said ___ 100 paintings at a relatively young age. 

 

A to paint B painting C having painted D to have painted 
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22. I can’t watch the film – I have to ___ my homework. 

 

A make B do C sit D learn 

 

 

23.Students were very enthusiastic ___ the school play. 

 

A about B by C for D with 

 

24.We are planning to have ___ holiday in Greece. 

 

A two - week B a two – week  C two weeks’ D a two week’s 
 

25.Our physics teacher gave us ___ problem to solve at the last lesson. 

 

A an extremely 

impossible  

B completely 

impossible 

C a very impossible  D an absolutely 

impossible 

 

26. Miranda was busy ___  her tasks. 

 

A to do B doing C she was doing D that she was doing 

 

27. She got bored with her tennis course and decided to give it ___. 

 

A at B in C on D up 
 

28.He tried to take a picture of the butterfly, but it flew ___. 

 

A of B away off D out 
 

29. Her fridge isn’t working because she hasn’t plugged it ___. 

 

A at B on C in D out 

 

30. Sue said that you ___ an accident a week ago. 

 

A have B had C had had D have had 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


